Tennis Match Results
Wofford vs College of Charleston
Mar 31, 2010 at Mt. Pleasant, S.C.
(Tennis Center at Patriots Point)

#69 College of Charleston 7, Wofford 0

**Singles competition**
1. Holly Dowse (COFC) def. Sabrina Smyers (WOFW) 1-0, retired
2. Caroline Newman (COFC) def. Haley Baird (WOFW) 6-0, 6-2
3. Kinsey Casey (COFC) def. Guinn Garcia (WOFW) 6-1, 6-3
4. Laura Borza (COFC) def. Stephanie Cox (WOFW) 6-4, 7-5
5. Irene Viana (COFC) def. Lucy Schermerhorn (WOFW) 6-1, 6-1
6. Keely Mulligan (COFC) def. Lindsay Larkin (WOFW) 6-0, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. #31 Holly Dowse/Emma Hayman (COFC) def. Haley Baird/Guinn Garcia (WOFW) 8-3
2. Kinsey Casey/Irene Viana (COFC) def. Sabrina Smyers/Lucy Schermerhorn (WOFW) 8-1
3. Laura Borza/Caroline Newman (COFC) def. Lindsay Larkin/Stephanie Cox (WOFW) 8-3

Match Notes:
Wofford 1-16, 0-6 SoCon
College of Charleston 15-9, 8-0 SoCon; National ranking #69
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (1,5,6,3,4,2)
T-2:47  A-117